
JBL® equipment has been helping musicians sound their best – for audiences large and small – for more than 60 
years. Now we’ve teamed up with Quiksilver® and Roxy® stylists to help your favorite artists sound their best for you 
and you alone. Quiksilver x JBL and Roxy x JBL on-ear headphones deliver powerful, accurate sound and feature a 
patented 3D-Axis2 folding mechanism that makes them easy to take with you anywhere. A closed-back design and 
isolating ear cups block out most ambient noise, so you can hear your music with all the sonic realism and deep, 
distortion-free bass you’d expect from the world’s leading professional audio brand. And perhaps best of all, you’ll do 
it with the unmistakable Quiksilver and Roxy style.

High-performance on-ear headphones

Quiksilver® x JBl® 
roxy® x JBl 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

System:  Dynamic 
Design:  Closed-back headphones
Quiksilver designs:  Vibe and Snow
Roxy designs:  Safari and Sunrise
Frequency range:  16Hz to 24kHz 
Sensitivity:  115dB SPL/V
Max. input power:  2000mW
Input impedance: 32 ohms
Net weight (without cable):  5.2oz (150g)
Cable: Bi-wiring, 99.99% oxygen-free cable, 8.2 ft (2.5m)
Main connection:  Hard gold-plated jack plug and contacts 
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Quiksilver x JBl 
roxy x JBl 
High-performance on-ear headphones

HIGHLIGHTS

Fashionable look Unique Quiksilver and Roxy designs

Unique 3D-Axis2 folding mechanism Headphones fold flat for easy portability

Isolating ear cups Attenuate ambient noise and keep even quiet passages clearly audible

Time-proven materials and assembly methods Headphones are extremely rugged

High SPL capability High sound-pressure levels deliver exceptional realism


